
2 Then Jaratkarava Artabhaga began to question him.
'Yajfiavalkya,' he said, 'tell me-how many graspers are 
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there_ and how many overgraspers?' Yajfiavalkya replied; There 
are eight graspers and eight overgraspeJS.' 

'What are the eight graspers? And what are the eight over
graspers?' 

2 _'The out-breath i.§..a grasper, which is itself grasped by 
the m-breath, the overgrasper; for one smells odours by means of 
the in-breath. 

3 'Speech is a grasper, which is itself grasped by word, the over
grasper; for one utters words by means of speech. 

4 'The tongue is a grasper, which is itself grasped by flavour, the 
ov�:g:asper; for one tastes _fla�o�rs by means of the tongue.

Sight 1s a grasper, which is itself grasped by visible appear
ances, the overgrasper; for one sees visible appearances by means 
of sight. 

6 'Hearin$ is a grasper, which is itself grasped by sound, the 
ov�:graspe:; fo� one hears soun_ds �y �eans of hearing.

The mmd is a grasper, which 1s itself grasped by desire, the 
overgrasper; for one entertains oesires by r,:;_iam: �: the mind. 

� 'The hands are graspers, which are themselves grasped by 
act10n, the overgrasper; for one performs actions by means of the 
hands. 

J 

9 'The skin is a grasper, which is itself grasped by touch, the
overgrasper; for one senses various types of touch by means of the 
skin. 

;r�es_�'_then, are �h� eight Jraspers and_the ,eight overgraspers.'
YaJnavalkya, Artabhaga said agam, tell me-since this 

w��le wor!d is fo?d fo1J)e<!th, of'::"._�i�h2_�l!)'..is Death the food?'
Y aJnavalkya replied: 'Death is fire, and it is the food of wate1• 

[Whoever knows this] averts repeated death.' 
11 'Yajfiavalkya,' Artabhaga said again, 'tell me-when a man

dies; do h_is bre���s depart f:om him, or do they not?' 'They do
not, replied YaJnavalkya. They accumulate within this very
body, causing it to swell up and to become bloated. So a dead man
lies bloated.' 

. 12 'Yajfiavalkya,' Artabhaga said again, 'tell me-when a man
di�_s

_: 
what is }Mhat d_o�s not leave him?' 'His name,' replied

YaJ�avalk�a .. A name is without limit, and the All-gods are with
out limit. Limitless also is the world he wins by,ik-' 

13 'Yajfiavalkya,' Artabhaga said again, 'tell me-when a man
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